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Abstract

The paper focuses on misinformation detec-
tion in established global news outlets’ texts
covering significant and well-known events
of the Russian-Ukraine war. We created the
RUWA dataset and applied unsupervised ML
approaches as the first dimension of misinfor-
mation detection. We consider several different
aspects of semantic similarity identification of
the articles from various regions in order to con-
firm the hypothesis that if the news covering the
same event from the outlets of various regions
over the world are similar enough it means they
reflect each other or, instead, if they are com-
pletely divergent it means some of them are
likely not trustworthy.

1 Introduction

Since the 2016 U.S. presidential election, pass-
ing through the U.K. Brexit referendum and the
COVID-19 pandemic, misinformation is becoming
one of the more significant problems of Modern
Society (Zhou and Zafarani, 2020). Two major rea-
sons for this relate to the huge amount of people
relying mainly on online sources to get their infor-
mation and news and the high speed of information
spreading via the Internet. Large-scale misinforma-
tion campaigns carried out by a big corporation, a
political party, or even a government of a certain
country can affect various social, economic, and
political events. Usually, these kinds of campaigns
involve socially sensitive domains such as elec-
tions, coronavirus, or military operations and can
not only threaten public security and social stabil-
ity but even affect the results of elections and wars.
This has been especially evident in the coverage
of the current Russia-Ukraine war when misinfor-
mation has become a part of an information war
and propaganda activities. The information warfare
strategy has a twofold goal: the first is to manipu-
late the attitudes of people directly involved in the

war, and the second is to modify societies’ opin-
ions of other countries (Thomas, 2014; Theohary, 
2018).

To this effect, since the beginning of the Rus-
sian invasion of Ukraine, misleading information 
has been spreading online on social media and by 
many media outlets. Wide dissemination of mis-
information was made possible by two main fac-
tors: assessing the truthfulness of facts is highly 
complex to war events, and news outlets are of-
ten inclined to lower the bar of the fact-checking 
process to provide information as quickly as possi-
ble. (Claudia et al., 2021). In this context, careful 
human-made fact-checking is thus not always pos-
sible. However automatic misinformation detection 
can not always help as well due to lacking labeled 
benchmark datasets of the particular domain, which 
relates to the war or military conflicts. While pre-
vious works regarding the automatic detection of 
misinformation do exist, they typically address spe-
cific domains, and to the best of our knowledge, 
little progress has been made regarding the domain 
of armed military conflicts.

The aim of our work is to analyze and compare 
news from several established outlets in an unsuper-
vised fashion. Drawing similarities and differences 
between sources could facilitate future work on 
fact-checking aimed at establishing finding patterns 
of reliability of sources and information truthful-
ness. Specifically, w e c ompare f ull t exts, titles, 
meaningful sentences, and perform a sentiment 
analysis.

For this purpose, we create a novel dataset of 
news in English related to the Russian-Ukrainian 
war and release it publicly.1 While we observed 
some relevant patterns and similarities, our results 
are not conclusive. Moreover, we find t hat the 
number of articles available for each source and

1 https://github.com/ninakhairova/dataset_RUWA
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the length of such articles strongly influence the
outcome. Nonetheless, we deem our results useful
for future works on this topic.

2 Related work

Machine Learning and Deep Learning methods
require a large amount of labelled data to effec-
tively train. Applying automatic misinformation
detection approaches based on supervised machine
learning methods is reasonably common (Capuano
et al., 2023; Agrawal et al., 2021). However, in or-
der to use the methods that provide good results it
is necessary to train them on specific domain data,
which are not available in this context.

We can distinguish several major approaches to
misinformation labeling. Most of existed labeled
datasets containing political news and some other
kinds of news are manually labeled (Silverman
et al., 2016; Wang, 2017) or utilize fact-checking
websites such as PolitiFact or GossipCop (Shu
et al., 2020). For instance, a corpus that is de-
scribed in Choudhary and Arora (2021) comprises
1,627 articles that were manually fact-checked by
professional journalists from BuzzFeed. In some
cases, the real news was extracted from a special
group of trustworthy sources, while the fake news
was extracted from sources of the fake news list
like "Business Insider’s Zimdars Fake news list"
(Janicka et al., 2019). One more approach to an-
notating the fake news dataset was applied to the
AMT dataset (Potthast et al., 2018), which contains
480 articles annotated as fake and true. While fake
news articles were imitated by journalists intention-
ally, the real news was obtained from outlets of
several domains.

In general, there are only a few labeled misinfor-
mation detection datasets that cover war and mili-
tary topics (Salem et al., 2019). Furthermore, de-
signing such kind of dataset becomes a much more
challenging task due to the fact that the dataset
must be created during the ongoing war when ac-
tual fact-checking is impossible, there is a good
chance of the existence of a bias in various infor-
mation sources, and so-called “fog of war” effect
always can be inherent.

3 Data

Following the requirements of fake news corpus in-
formation balance (Rubin et al., 2016; Golbeck
et al., 2018), We create a novel dataset called
"RUWA" (Russian-Ukraine WAr), composed of

several media outlets from Ukraine, Russia, Eu-
ropean, Asia, and the USA. We selected nine of
the most information-significant events of Russia’s
Invasion of Ukraine and aligned articles in English
language from all the outlets according to these
events. The list of events includes widely-known
events such as "The Bucha massacre" and "Sinking
of the warship Moskva". To collect articles from
the selected news outlets we applied a keyword-
based research strategy, conditioned by specific
time intervals and topic classification of the sites
rubrics. We identified about 100 keywords, which
range from geographical names (e.g., Bucha or
Olenivka), specific buildings names (e.g., Krama-
torsk train station or Mariupol theatre), organiza-
tions names (e.g., Red Cross), prominent individual
names (e.g., Zelenskyi, Putin), to proper nouns and
phrases (e.g., Nuclear Power Plant).

Currently, the RUWA dataset includes more than
16,500 news articles covering the Russian-Ukraine
war events that occurred from February 2022 to
September 2022. Table 1 shows the article distribu-
tions by selected news outlets and events.

4 Methodology of Analysis

Being aware of the complexity of assessing the
truthfulness of facts for war events in the absence
of the necessary resources to carry out a journalis-
tic-oriented process of fact-checking, we decide to
relax the problem to assess the veracity of reported
facts. We assume that the news reported by news
outlets located in the two countries that are directly
involved in the conflict can be expected to be highly
different. Discrepancies can be substantial up to
the point of denying events such as a bombing of
residential areas or civilian killings. Additionally,
we assume that even though events reported by se-
lected trustworthy independent news agencies and
media should be accurate, however, their narrative
perspective can remain not neutral.

Thus, as the first dimension of analysis, we fo-
cus on textual similarity, comparing the news and
assessing if they have a similar meaning. We want
to establish whether the news covering the same
event from the outlets of various regions over the
world are similar enough to indicate they reflect
each other or, instead, they are completely diver-
gent and consequently some of them are likely, not
trustworthy. We will consider and aggregate several
similarity measures that represent many different
aspects (Hövelmeyer et al., 2022).
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Source Azovstal Beginning Bucha Nuclear Plant Prisoners Railway Moskva Sinking Supermarket Mariupol Theatre Total

Al Jazeera 23 143 79 186 31 16 34 32 56 600
BBC 22 137 34 236 22 16 17 41 25 550
Censor.Net 826 1730 397 747 117 749 31 173 324 5094
News Front 10 28 18 16 7 7 5 2 1 94
NBC News 8 155 86 129 13 29 36 13 37 506
Reuters 68 924 143 649 23 16 38 15 133 1993
Russia Today 32 14 102 485 236 12 15 22 22 940
Ukrinform 827 3359 570 925 129 601 22 153 163 6749
Total 1816 6490 1429 3373 578 1468 175 436 761 16526

Table 1: RUWA Dataset Selected News outlets and War events

4.1 The similarity between articles based on
pre-trained vectors

As the first dimension of analysis, we focus on
pairwise evaluating the semantic similarity of all
outlets’ articles, aggregating all the articles from
the same source as a single textual document. As
textual encoder, we use FastText (Mikolov et al.,
2018).

4.2 Similarity between the title of articles

Authors and correspondents of news agencies and
media try to aggregate a major idea of an article, its
narrative, or its specific message in the title. There-
fore, we analyze similarities between articles over
the same topic and use a hierarchical method to
aggregate them into similarities between sources.
We match each title of every article covering the
particular event of the one source with comparable
articles titles of the other source. Then we aver-
age the similarity scores of titles of two sources
that cover the same event and thus we obtain a
score similarity for the higher level of the hierar-
chy, namely for two sources. More formally, our
purpose is to obtain a measure of similarity be-
tween two sources based on sets of articles titles
covering the same event

4.3 Similarity between semantically
meaningful sentences

Even if news articles carry different narratives, and
contain different informational messages, their se-
mantic similarity score based on the semantics of
words or even semantics sentences, can be close
enough. Obviously, this is due to the fact that all
news articles include a lot of close-meaning sen-
tences or phrases like "correspondent claimed" or
’it seems not obvious’ and so on. In order to com-
pare more semantically concentrated texts that only
focus on the information of a particular event we ex-
tract sets of sentences from all articles of a source
that describe only military and close-to-military

actions regarding this particular event.
We utilize two approaches to compare the seman-

tic similarity of such kinds of sentences. In the first
one, we process only the sentences that contain key-
words related to the considered event. For the sec-
ond, we add additional knowledge via the lists of
verbs that represent the actions involved in certain
events. In order to generate such lists, we primarily
based on the open list of words associated with the
Russian-Ukrainian war from Solopova et al. (2023)
and supplemented it with the verbs obtained from
the articles. We selected only verbs that relate to
a military domain and a given event from all the
verbs extracted from the texts. For instance, for the
"Moskva sinking" event the list of verbs related to
the event includes more than 120 verbs. We also
experiment with pre-processing, namely stemming
and stop word removal.

4.4 Sentiment Analysis

Given an event for each media outlet, we com-
pute the sentiment analysis for each article con-
cerning that event. We performed sentence-level
sentiment analysis and computed the article’s over-
all sentiment by averaging the sentiment of every
single sentence. Sentiment analysis has been per-
formed using a statistical approach based on a Con-
volutional Neural Network for Sentence Classifica-
tion (Kim, 2014) provided within the NLP toolkit
STANZA (Qi et al., 2020).

Due to the linguistic journalist style and jargon,
most sentences used within the articles do not pro-
vide valuable insights. Hence, we perform a pre-
liminary step and restrict our analysis to a subset of
all sentences we consider more informative. To as-
sess the informativeness of a sentence, we employ
a keyword-based approach. For each event, we
collect all the articles related to that event and rely
on TF-IDF to identify the most "significant" words.
Then, we maintain only the sentences containing
the extracted keywords for each article.
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5 Results and discussion

5.1 Leveraging the pre-trained vectors

The experiment confirms our hypothesis. It shows
that the semantic similarities between the outlets’
texts of countries involved in the conflict (e.g.,
Censor.net and RT) and websites articles texts of
other countries (e.g., Reuters and The Guardian)
are less than the similarity of all other considered
sites among themselves for almost all events. Also,
the semantic similarity coefficients do not have a
significant difference, ranging from 91% to 99%.

This can be explained primarily by the special
military topic of the news, which is not stipulated
by the lexis of the linguistic models. In addition,
articles covering the same events may produce dif-
ferent narratives or real and fake facts, but their
semantics remain the same.

Table 2 shows the pairwise cosine semantic sim-
ilarity coefficients for articles of all outlets for the
“Sinking of the Moskva” topic based on fastText’s
subword pre-trained vector from Facebook AI.

5.2 The articles headlines comparison

Leveraging the pre-trained FastText model for head-
lines’ semantic similarity score calculation pro-
duces more distributive semantic similarity scores
than for full-text articles. However, we observe that
the headlines of articles on the same topic and be-
longing to the same outlet also produce relatively
low similarity values, so we can not regard this
approach as accurate.

Table 3 shows the example of the distribution of
the pairwise cosine semantic similarity coefficients
for articles headlines of all outlets for the “Sinking
of the Moskva” topic.

We assume that there are a few reasons for this.
First of all, the result of handling the titles of the ar-
ticles depends on the size of the dataset even more
than the processing of the articles’ full texts. How-
ever, in the case of some websites for some events,
we do not have a large number of articles (Table 1).
Secondly, the effectiveness of the approach based
on the semantic similarity of titles may depend on
the quality and informativeness of the headlines
themselves and their compliance with a particular
event. But based on the considered domain we can
assume that titles often not only call or describe an
event but also reflect the ongoing tensions that can
include the authors’ biased opinions and feelings.

5.3 Use of extra knowledge for semantic
similarity detection

As we mentioned in Section 4.3, we utilize key-
words and military action verbs to supplement se-
mantic similarity calculation with additional knowl-
edge about an event. Leveraging sentences that
contain keywords related to the considered event
enables producing more specific and directly re-
lated to the subject of the event texts. However,
this inevitably entails losing a large amount of in-
formation. Using extra knowledge via the lists of
verbs that represent the actions involved in certain
events allows us to determine the semantic similar-
ity of news articles, focusing more on the semantic
content of articles regarding a particular event. Ta-
ble 4 shows the example of the semantic similarity
for selected sentences that include action verbs for
the “Sinking of the Moskva” topic.

The last experiment most explicitly confirms our
hypothesis that the semantic similarity coefficient
between established outlets of countries involved
in the war from two different sides is the smallest.
Consequently, we can assume that the value of the
semantic similarity coefficient can correlate with
producing some other information about the same
event that can be identified as misinformation

5.4 Sentiment Analysis

As described in Section 4.4, we perform the sen-
timent analysis of each document at the sentence
level. This is due to the issues Sentiment analy-
sis tools have when working at the document level
(Behdenna et al., 2018). In an attempt to mitigate
such issues, we decided to perform our analysis at
the sentence level and collect the result by simply
counting the occurrences for the three classes: Neg-
ative, Neutral, and Positive. For each source, we
thus aggregate the sentiment counting over all the
sentences of the collected articles that focus on a
specific event. In Table 5, we report the sentiment
analysis made with the NLP toolkit STANZA for
the event “Sinking of the Moskva”.

Table 5 shows that most Neutral sentences are
a common trait among all the sources. That is an
expected result due to the journalistic nature of the
analyzed documents, which might also be consid-
ered a potential noise source for any downstream
task. We thus attempted to mitigate that by restrict-
ing our analysis to only the sentences that report
event-specific keywords, assuming that such sen-
tences would be more suitable to contain potential
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The Guardian Reuters Al Jazeera Censor CNN Ukrinform Russia Today

The Guardian 100% 99.7% 99.9% 94.7% 99.9% 99.8% 99.5%
Reuters 99.7% 100% 99.7% 94.8% 99.6% 99.6% 99.6%
Al Jazeera 99.9% 99.7% 100% 94.5% 99.9% 99.7% 99.4%
Censor 94.7% 94.8% 94.5% 100% 94.8% 95.1% 93.5%
CNN 99.9% 99.6% 99.9% 94.8% 100% 99.8% 99.3%
Ukrinform 99.8% 99.6% 99.7% 95.1% 99.8% 100% 99.3%
Russia Today 99.5% 99.6% 99.4% 93.5% 99.3% 99.3% 100%

Table 2: The semantic similarity for articles of all outlets for the “Sinking of the Moskva” topic based on fastText’s
pre-trained vectors

The Guardian Reuters Al Jazeera Censor CNN Ukrinform Russia Today

The Guardian 75.6% 72.5% 72.5% 74.3% 74.5% 70.7% 69.7%
Reuters 72.5% 77.5% 69.5% 77.2% 72.2% 71.5% 75.5%
Al Jazeera 72.5% 69.5% 70.7% 75.0% 68.9% 64.6% 70.3%
Censor 74.3% 77.2% 75.0% 92.5% 75.2% 66.7% 80.9%
CNN 74.5% 72.2% 68.9% 75.2% 76.6% 70.5% 70.5%
Ukrinform 70.7% 71.5% 64.6% 66.7% 70.5% 81.7% 68.5%
Russia Today 69.7% 75.5% 70.3% 80.9% 70.5% 68.5% 97.5%

Table 3: The semantic similarity for articles headlines of all outlets for the “Sinking of the Moskva” topic

misinformation. We report the results in Table 6.
We hypothesize that such a sentence subset could
provide more representative information to assess
potential source polarization.

6 Conclusion

Creating high-quality resources about a controver-
sial topic such as the Russian-Ukrainian war is
a challenging task. In this work, we presented a
novel dataset about the conflict, by identifying spe-
cific events and imposing a set of constraints on
the selection of articles. In our view, such con-
straints should guarantee a better semantic align-
ment among articles from news sources, which
in turn should facilitate subsequent tasks, such as
media bias and misinformation detection. Such a
dataset can provide a rich perspective of the differ-
ent journalistic narrations of the Russian-Ukrainian
war and support future research.

Additionally, as a first attempt to detect misinfor-
mation in Russia-Ukraine war news, we applied the
text similarity approach and Sentiment Analysis.
We analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of
several approaches to comparing the semantic sim-
ilarity of news covering the same event in various
established outlet news sources.

We also we demonstrated that even though senti-
ment analysis alone may not be sufficient for misin-
formation detection, it can provide useful insights
that can be combined with other techniques to im-
prove detection accuracy.

We hope that our study contributes to the fur-
ther development of unsupervised ML approaches
to misinformation detection in established outlets
news articles.
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